Tennis Match Results  
University of Scranton vs Williams College  
May 11, 2018 at Williamstown, MA  
(Torrance Hunt Courts)

Williams College 5, University of Scranton 0

**Singles competition**
1. Juli Raventos (WILW18) vs. Julia Frattaroli (SCRWT18) 6-0, 4-0, unfinished
2. Leah Bush (WILW18) vs. Natasha DeNunzio (SCRWT18) 6-1, 3-0, unfinished
3. Chloe Henderson (WILW18) def. Emilia Jakubek (SCRWT18) 6-0, 6-0
4. Mia Gancayco (WILW18) vs. Tatiana Klacko (SCRWT18) 6-0, 4-0, unfinished
5. Julie Cancio (WILW18) vs. Emily Kelly (SCRWT18) 6-0, 5-0, unfinished
6. Korina Neveux (WILW18) def. Lindsay Roberto (SCRWT18) 6-0, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. Juli Raventos/Julie Cancio (WILW18) def. Julia Frattaroli/Nastashia DeNunzio (SCRWT18) 8-0
2. Korina Neveux/Giulia McDonnell (WILW18) def. Emilia Jakubek/Tatiana Klacko (SCRWT18) 8-0
3. Chloe Henderson/Mia Gancayco (WILW18) def. Elyse Smilnak/Katherine Loughlin (SCRWT18) 8-0

Match Notes:
University of Scranton 19-4
Williams College 19-0
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1,2); Singles (3,6)
T-1:34 A-54